Expression of visual image via brochures, billboards, TV commercials, newspapers, movies, etc. has been widely applied into promotion of tourism products, urban landscape, natural scenery, tourist destinations, and even changed communication way between tourist information and potential visitors. Many scholars have made substantial and valuable researches on still images, however, moving images are very critical to tourism industry, and should be further researched and attended academically.
photography tourists; to research the theme, resources and space of regional tourism, and to promote sound development of regional tourism (Baloglu, 2001; Wang, 2012) .
Compared to static visual material, less dynamic images are studied and attended, which is roughly divided into two areas. One is represented by cultural scientists, and targets at environmental concerns, focus on cultural impact on audiences, residents and tourists (Tzanelli, 2003; Winler, 2003) ; the other centers on influence of movie on tourists' travel motivation and travel experience, as well as number of tourists, economic activities, and marketing activities in shooting location. For example, by analyzing the movie "Notting Hill", Busby & Klug (2001) think the movie establishes a pre-traveling image and makes important contribution to promoting and positioning London as a fashion sense; they attempt to explore relations between the motivations and expectations of tourists by questionnaire survey method. Gundle (2002) analyzes how Hollywood culture affects the movie "La Dolce Vita", in turn, the movie establishes an attractive image for Rome, and positions as a cosmopolitan city and fashion city, thus promotes the prosperity of exports and tourism. Connell (2005) reports on a survey of tourism business operators on Mull and provides evidence of the nature and scope of the impact of television-induced tourism on tourism business performance and activity, indicating that the effects were concentrated spatially and temporally. Connell (2009) then explores the interface between the screen tourist and the destination in this case, and identifies that the lower the influence of Balamory for the visit, the higher the level of adult satisfaction, and that a return visit was more likely if visitors were satisfied with their trip, especially if Balamory was not the only reason for the visit. Kim (2012) explores audience involvement or engagement with a serialized TV drama how to affect their actual on-site film tourism experiences at its former film locations.
Thus it can be seen that the study on motion picture have created a lot of achievements in tourism experience, tourism motivation, tourism marketing and other areas. But among most of the literatures, movie is considered as an influencing factor, few scholars take movie as text (language) , and further analyze deeper influence from various elements of movie including actors, directors, and spectators, on such a movie and related tourist destination; also rare scholars analyze different establishment method of tourism destinations from view of era backgrounds.
In addition to analyze specific scenario, location, roles, and other elements, it is required to understand how these elements are expressed and conveyed to audiences, thus to interpret ad understand a movie better. Escher & Zimmerman (2001) point out that the language of movie aims to integrate strong relation with landscape destination, location, and emotion into a movie closely. Riley & Mackworth (1998) think that the strong relation also includes symbolic meanings in the film and destination. Beeton (2005) believe that one of film languages is to place ourselves into movie's scenario, vision, sound, and emotion. Kim (2012) believes that film language is a description to tourists that contributes to their expectation, and highlights the fantasy, nostalgia, memory and emotion in a film.
Hence, films could be seen as the composition of film language and directors or editors make use of film language to engage an audience and its emotions (Hao & Ryan, 2013) .. To some extent, therefore, film language may induce or reinforce a viewer's tourism imaginaries, which often become the symbolic objects (Salazar, 2012) .
Methodology
Boraas (2000) and Brown (2001) think each element of image is a conscious choice by director, and each group of images have an important positive impact on meaning of the movie, such these elements include music, background, camera angles, costume, actors, etc. Monaco (2000) presents a dynamic image interpretation method. From point of space and time, Rose (2001) concludes a movie structure analysis model to generalize. This paper summarizes the above four scholars' views on film language analysis, and summarizes them in the following analytical framework (Table 1) .
It is noted that this method of analysis is conductive to analyze film language and structure, but the movie results from interaction of subject matter, moviemakers, and audience (Offler, 1999) , and it is incapable to supersede conceptual work, deep thinking and complex description (Greertz, 1973) ; in addition, such a deconstructive analysis is based on objective and universal perspective, and partially ignores the artistic value of a movie. In this regard, the paper applies the method in a critical manner.
Movie analysis is divided into four stages, and aims at concluding Lushan image and emotional establishment expressed via the movie. The first stage is repeated viewing and discussion of the movie, summarizing the scenario structure, artistic expression and key clip. The second stage is to collect background information of two movies, including political, economic, cultural background, as well as directors, actors and other information, www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 10, No. 19; 2014 and also to classify relevant literatures and comments on "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) and "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010"; the third stage is to analyze the movie by utilizing sorted-out analytical framework and the supplement as described in the second stage, to conclude image establishment and of Lushan tourist destination, as well as sentimental value contained herein. The fourth stage is to compare and summarize two differences in two destination image building. Movie sound can be divided into three types (background sound, dialogue and soundtrack). Emotional elements conveyed during dubbing, and main roles of dubbing Source: Brown (2001) , Boraas (2000) , Monaco (2000) , Rose (2001) 4. Analysis on the Film language of "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) and "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010"
Introduction to the Movies
"Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) , telling the romantic story between Zhou Jun, the daughter of a retired Kuomintang general and Geng Hua, the son of a CPC general Geng Feng in Lushan Mountain, is the first love film shot after the Cultural Revolution. After the establishment of diplomat relation between the People's Republic of China and the United States, Zhou Jun, who now lives in America, visits mainland China for sightseeing. In Lushan Mountain, she meets Geng Hua and they fall in love with each other. Geng's father, a CPC officer, is under political investigation by Gang of Four at that time. Due to his frequent contacts with Zhou, Geng is summoned for interrogation, so Zhou returns to the States with regrets. After the fall of Gang of Four, Zhou pays a visit to Lushan Mountain again. While Geng, now a postgraduate student of Tsinghua University, happens to come to Lushan Mountain for academic colloquium. They feel joyful about this reunion and decide to marry each other. However, Geng Hua's father, Geng Feng recognizes that the girl's father was his opponent back in the Civil War. Thus, he hesitates about this marriage. After some struggles, the two seniors, both with the intention of reunification of China, meet on Lushan Mountain and Zhou Jun and Geng Feng finally get married.
"Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010" is a sequel of "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) . After 30 years, middle-aged Zhou Jun has become a successful businesswoman, charging of a large group company. Her daughter, Geng Fenger, who returns to China after graduation, falls in love with Wei Ning, a business elite. Soon she meets with a freelance photographer Ma Jiang in a flight trip and also has feels for him. Geng Fenger, ever www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 10, No. 19; 2014 since trapped in this intricate love entanglement with two leading actors, eventually finds her own true love in the conflict with her mother, in the check of reality and upon returning to Lushan Mountain. Mountain" (1980) and "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010" Table 2 analyzes the fundamental structure of "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) . Aesthetic analysis, film editing and sound recording analysis will be discussed with specific scenes of the film. 2) love at first sight, love with political background, love in beautiful scenery 3) There are three ups and two downs in the structure. The first up is their love at the first sight; the first down is their separation because of political reasons; the second up is their reunion in Lushan Mountain and engagement following the end of political struggle; the second down is their fathers' hesitation about their marriage due to the past political struggle; the third up is their meeting with each other after their fathers agrees to forget unpleasant history and support their marriage. Every up is related to the beautiful scenery of Lushan Mountain and every down is caused by political background at that time. The turning points of the film are connected with Chinese destiny and the solutions of conflicts are associated with national unification. So to some degree, Lushan Mountain represents "China", expressing patriotism of ordinary Chinese. The film becomes a tool to guide film viewers to form a new national image in the new era at the end of the Culture Revolution and in the beginning of reform and opening up. 4) The hero, Geng Hua is a righteous, patriotic and diligent young man. But due to his father is under political investigation and his mother is seriously ill, accompanied by his traditional growth environment, he suffers from depression. So at the same time, he is a conservative, dull and simple boy. The heroine is a girl with overseas education, thus she is open, mischievous, pretty, warm, brave and persistent. Their contrast characteristics imply that the girl's love is like ebullient rose and the boy's love is like remote and shy stars, which reaches climax when the girl kisses the boy actively. While the introduction of their family background suggests that most twists and turns come from the boy's family.
Analysis of "Romance on Lushan
(1) Several travels of the leading actors "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) includes several travels of the two leading actors. Geng Hua's first visit to Lushan Mountain is essentially self-exile to stay away from politics in the Culture Revolution, so he moves from the city, that is, the center of political ideology to picturesque Lushan Mountain. His second visit is an academic and leisure trip after his entrance to graduate school, which represents the rising social position of intellectuals. The visit of Zhou Jun and her parents to Lushan Mountain is a return trip of overseas Chinese back to motherland, which is significant in space, culture and ideology. Zhou and Geng wander in Lushan Mountain for two times, visiting famous scenic spots like Flower path, Fairy Lake, the Pavilion made by Zhu Yuanzhang's order, Dragon's Head Rock, Artificial Lake, Hanpo Pass, Donglin Temple and Bright Spring. Their love story also connects these spots as a line, painting a poetic map of Lushan Mountain. Table 3 shows all scenic spots in the movie.
Narrative feature of "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) is similar with scenic film, thus to integrates narrative movie and non-narrative movie closely, forms a work combing scenery introduction, era background and movie scenario. These elements of scenic film marks the movie as a spatial tour guidebook, highlights an open space, which is entirely different with enclosed stage space of model opera in CCR, and features dramatic changes in social culture from view of depth of field, lens position and color. Surrounded by waters and mountains, this academy is very quiet and peaceful.
River-viewing Pavilion
The pavilion is built on a steep rock and its roof is like an umbrella, natural and unrestrained. Due to the broad vision in its north, it is the most ideal spot to view Yangzi River. Bright Spring A poem of Pi Rixiu, a famous poet of Tang Dynasty is carved in the tablet. The spring is extremely clean. Donglin Temple Donglin Temple is the birthplace of Nichiren, a religion that has profound impact on Buddhists in some countries. And it is one of the three international communication dojos in Jiangxi Province. the Pavilion made by Zhu Yuanzhang's order It was built in the rule of Zhu Yuanzhang, facing the west, and has unique shape.
Flow Stone
It is in the front of White Deer Cave Academy and is the place where Zhu Xi, a neo-confucian in Song dynasty read books.
In beginning of movie, audiences are deeply impressed by open space and beautiful scenery of Lushan in sunny days under seamless editing approach, as well as delicate rhythm of music "fly to far-off home"; within two minutes and five seconds, the movie director shows original ecological natural landscape of Lushan by super long-range perspective, long-range perspective and panoramic perspectives, in a far-to-near and high-to-low manner. The word "Geese" in lyric aims to imply by an animal, and proposes that the movie's values of love contain patriotic elements (Figure 1 ). At 31 minutes 45 seconds, both actor and actress are walking around Lushan, the theme "Song of Love" is inserted and sounded; the same language style mirrors the beauty of Lushan, shows the charm of Lushan full of sunshine and bloomy flowers (Figure 2 ). In the end, such the same approach is adopted to present magnificent and fantasy landscape of Lushan, and clouds offer audiences unlimited imagination on better future (Figure 3 ). The two leading actors meet in Flow Stone, whose full view is shown from the distant to the near in the heroine's angle (downward angle). When the heroine is taking pictures, the hero intrudes without intention to read books. The film describes the concentrated hero as a dull "Confucius" by using four montage shots. However, it is just his dullness that attracts the heroine. At this time, Chinese zither music, a fitting backdrop to the hero's image, also draws audience attention. When the heroine visits Lushan Mountain alone, she passes Flow Stone, Flower path, Fairy Cave, Fantastic Rock, all of which are shot from the near to the distant (the focal length changes from short to long). These shots, edited together without break and accompanied with soft music, are presented slowly in the film. In the movie, Lushan's landscape information not only provides travelers with sensorily pleased sightseeing spots, and attracts such travelers to further experience and realize personally in actual travel. As introduced by Geng and Zhou's elder generation, Lushan's natural scenery, historical allusions and associated political vicissitudes could be integrated into their travel and experience. Therefore, travel process as shown in the movie is similar with religious pilgrimage: the travelers personally verify Lushan image previously provided by their parents, and form unique personal travel experience and cultural consistence with their parents in the process. At the same time, such the travel is described as a process of knowledge construction and dissemination. For example, Zhou's "guidebook" is the information dictated by his father and hand-drawn map, representing the extension of family culture deposit. Travel map illustrates travelers' perceptual experience, and is considered as a research sample for spatial, historical, intellectual and cultural ideas, due to differences in drawing way and symbols.
In contrast, Zhou operates Polaroid camera to shot visual landscape of Lushan, indicating young women's travel experience and social activities, and playing a more important narrative function in re-establishment of Lushan landscape and relationships, forming a private life expression in contrast to natural landscape containing national or ethnic significance. Thereby, a visual culture system is established and composed of map, photographs, sketches paintings and other visual text forms in the movie, and matched with character dialogue and voiceover for scenery introduction, thus contributing to knowledge-based expression on natural and cultural landscape of Lushan (Figure 7 ). In conclusion, "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) presents the political background of the Chinese mainland in the 1980s and reflects the cultural and ideological transition in such a period through integrated film language containing natural and cultural landscape into storytelling. In the movie, the love story is a product arising out of political factors, but it is still pure and nice, not only showing the desire of individuals, but also highlighting good expectations to motherland's modernization and political peace; as the movie's tourist destination, Lushan is considered as a carrier for constructing ideology, these political and historical events that occurred there and local natural landscape symbolize social environment in China to some extent; as presentation of the scenario in the movie, audiences are deeply impressed by many local attractions, and upgrade their love to local natural landscape of Lushan to the love to China by understanding the travel experience of movie's protagonist, reappearance, subjectivity construction and subjectivity reflection; the movie not only successfully introduced Its main natural scenery, but also enriches Lushan's emotional attribution in "Love" and "patriotism" Therefore, it is not surprising the movie made such a huge impact in the 1980s. Table 4 analyzes the fundamental structure of "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010". Aesthetic analysis, film editing and sound recording analysis will be discussed with specific scenes of the film. 2)Love triangle, love with business background, love in beautiful scenery 3) The heroine first meets with the 1 st and 2 nd heroes and then falls in love with 2 nd hero. But later, she finds out her true love is the 1 st hero. When her father passes away, the first conflict occurs: the heroine's misunderstanding with her mother, a successful businesswoman leads to her pursuit of love. The second conflict is the 2 nd hero get close to the heroine for business purpose. The third conflict is the heroine's unpleasant encounter with the 1 st hero. The fourth conflict is the 1 st hero's hesitation about marriage because of his free mind. The relationship between the heroine and the 1 st hero is formed in the trip to Lushan Mountain; and her mother (the heroine Zhou Jun in "Romance on Lushan Mountain") recalls the past love in a lonely tour to Lushan Mountain. These two plots follow "Romance on Lushan Mountain". And the group photo of the two families implies a happy ending. 4) The hero Ma Jiang is a boy who loves freedom, photography and travel. He seems vigorous and unrestrained, but also values love and morality. The 2 nd hero is a handsome and mature business elite, who is supplicated and shrewd and gets close to the heroine for business purpose. The heroine is a girl living in a rich family and just returns to China after graduation. She is beautiful and haughty, strong and independent with her own thoughts, so she has the courage to pursuit true love. But she doesn't have a good relationship with her mother. In the love triangle, the 2 nd hero represents business and capital, while the 1 st hero is a symbol of pure love and freedom, thus the ending represents return of true love.
Analysis of "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010"
(1) Connection of Scenic Spots between the two films In "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010", there is scene that Zhou recalls her meeting with her husband in Flow Stone, their watching the sunrise and their kiss. It is shot from a downward angle, from the distant to the near and with three different facial expressions of Zhou, these three pieces of recalls are connected perfectly ( Figure  13 ). Then a close-up shot of a sketch of Geng intensifies the connection of the two films and reveals Zhou's yearning for her husband (Figure 14) . This also shows that even a strong businesswoman has a weak heart and misses her love very much. So her missing towards her husband recalls audience's memory of 1980s. The visit of Zhou's daughter, Geng Feier and the hero Ma Jiang to Lushan Mountain together is a turning point that determines their relationship. Geng Feier breaks with Wei Ning and has a cold war with her mother, so she decides to relax herself and pursuits spiritual peace. While Ma Jiang, after lose the job, also comes to Lushan Mountain. They both look for spiritual comfort in a frustrated state; as a result, they find their love for each other in the beautiful scenery. Later, the heroine also rebuilt a harmonious relation with her mother. All natural scenery is presented together with music of bicker, chirping and sound of wind peacefully. And the main screen color is various green that shows the beauty of Lushan Mountain. In "Romance on Lushan Mountain", Zhou lives in Lushan Hotel owned by the government, while in "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010", a private hotel-Lushan Yuan Villa is owned by Ma Jiang's mother (Figure 17 ). The existence of the private hotel conforms to the identity of Ma as a photographer and also highlights his difference with businessmen in big cities, which is an implication of the return of pure love. In "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010", Ma Jiang's mother is a good friend of Zhou, and Ma's mother tells the wildly known love story of Zhou and Geng. This scene can trigger audience's affective commitment to the new film and connect the sentimental value of the two movies. In addition, Ma's mother says that all delicious dishes are made up of potherb, which extends Lushan Mountain as a tourist destination to the popularization of food (Figure 18 ). As shown in figure 19 , in "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010", concert held in the mountain and camping construct a fashionable and vigorous Lushan Mountain. The concert is shot from the distance to the near, from a distant view, full view, close and side view, medium view and close-up view, together with the use of push forward angle, low angle and rotation angle, accompanied by heavy-metal rock 'n' roll, present a excitement and hilarity. Camping is shot from a downward angle, emphasizing peaceful, broad and cloud-surrounded feeling. And the fresh background music also triggers the imagination of audience, thus brings about the tourist motive besides viewing the natural scenery. This is the construction of fashionable activities in Lushan Mountain. As for different kinds of activities, the film describes various representative modern activities. Besides the scene in gym mentioned above, bar, yoga, photography, knap sacking and band are all included in this film. In this background, the intricate relationships between different characters are introduced and these activities also come along with characters with different personalities. For example, Zhou, as a successful businesswoman, are associated with yoga, western-style food, red wine and afternoon tea; Geng Feier, a rebellious and fashionable young girl, are associated with fitness, shopping, dinner party and bar; Ma Jiang, a boy who loves freedom, are companied by photography, band and knap sacking.
From the perspective of their love triangle, Wei Ning knows how to take advantage of other people and conditions to get his own success, so he chooses to win the project subject to tender at the expense of love in order to receive recognition of his boss. He pretends to be a soulful, tender, mature and romantic man in front of Geng Feier, so he can easily get response from the heroine at first. But when his business conspiracy is revealed, the plot suddenly changes. So in terms of pure love, he is bound to be a tragic character. As for Ma Jiang, his unpleasant experience with the heroine for the first time is caused by his free and unconstraint characteristics. After the failure of romance relationship, the heroine discovers lost innocence and pure love from Ma Jiang. However, once marriage is involved, a turning point occurs again because Ma hesitates about that. Then he chooses to travel so as to look for the significance of love. Although there are ups and downs in the film, all of www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 10, No. 19; 2014 these are just complex and threadbare. Moreover, excessive commercials and rebel youth intensively stimulate nerves of people in big cities.
Figure 21. Modern activities
As shown in figure 22 , kiss in "Romance on Lushan Mountain" is only presented once, just like a window opened for the return of new enlightenment ideas and a social chapter after the bold and significant revolution. It reveals the change from an old age to a new age and the vigorous passion and pure feelings of young people who suffer from political depression during the Culture Revolution, so it is unforgettable. While in "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010", kiss not only occurs for just one time, but also is bold and burning. Meanwhile, the film doesn't pave the road sufficiently step by step and it is bold and exaggerated, which cannot resonate in audiences' heart. In one plot, Geng Feier asks the 2 nd hero Wei Ning to kiss her in the airport and refuses to go with him because the feeling is not right. At this time, the 1 st hero Ma Jiang suddenly appears, and they hug and kiss each other. This plot doesn't conform to the common sense. And it is too conventional to set such a plot that Ma rushes to the airport for the heroine. From this aspect, "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010" has too many kisses to explain the meaning of pure love. Table 5 ); the authors collected related information and found that before the movie is shot, Nanjing obtained the qualification of organizer "The Youth Olympic Games 2014" successfully, and thus local administrators hoped to enhance their city brand and establish their own urban image ASAP; invested hugely in production of "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010"; local administrators hoped to develop the movie into a brand image campaign for "New Nanjing", and could create huge influence like previous version of "Romance on Lushan Mountain". However, this new movie confuses the audiences and omits Nanjing's urban features, such as long-standing history and rich cultural deposit, because it contains more than one destination. Therefore, from this point of view, excessive commercialization is a failure in the new version.
In conclusion, "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010" starts scenario under modern urban background, and tells a complex story; By Zhou's recalling to attractions of Lushan, it is effectively linked and matched with 1980 version, strengthens connection between two versions. When hero and heroine visit to Lushan again, the heroine finds her true love, and reconciles with his mother, thus highlighting "true love" elements implied by Lushan. Regarding construction of tourist destinations, the movie shows simple natural scenery, also integrates other various modern elements to enrich the image better. However, because it contains more than one destination and is commercialized redundantly, the theme "true love" contained in the movie isn't upgrade to a spiritual and emotional resonance among audiences. It has the mausoleum and monument of Sun Zhongshan who is a great politician and revolutionist in modern China. The main buildings include memorial archway, tomb passage, the door of mausoleum, the pavilion with a tablet, the sacrifice hall and coffin chamber. Lion Bridge It is full of restaurants selling Nanjing snacks and has the famous Lion Pavilion.
Discussion
In 1980, a new era appeared in China after reform and opening up policy was implemented; at that time, China's moviegoers reached 29.2 billion person-times; regardless of in urban or rural regions, cinemas and outdoor movie sites had become the most important social places (Junru Huang, 2010) . After CCR, due to changes in social environment and major social values, people changed their aesthetic appeal to movies. "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) made great impact on the aesthetics, nature and values of model operas established in CCR. From the view of aesthetics today, its artistic value is not outstanding, but it is worth noting that the movie has a nature of "political melodrama" (Jie Yang, 2012; Guoli Dong, 2013) . The movie takes love story of hero and heroine as the main line, highlights the theme of unity and reunification of the motherland, also reflects consistence between development trend of young generation and the country's future and destiny.
The movie aims at presenting a magnificent artistic conception, but not stereotyped, not only showing the beautiful scenery of Lushan, praising magnificent rivers and mountains of the motherland, also bringing out the great psychological world of characters herein, and glorifying their true love. Thereby, the movie, indeed, integrates the natural scenery, personal passions and national politic future closely as a whole, and it is considered as a cultural product under "socialist education and entertainment integrated" purpose and basing on the needs for country's political orientation. In the movie, both actor and actress made several visits to Lushan, and such the visits help travelers contact, record and interpret natural elements, various attractions provide an opportunity for further showing personal emotion or adventure experience. Change in spatial location creates a dramatic atmosphere; several classic scenes in the movie inspire the imagination and expectations of tourists, resulting in a long-lasting and extensive conduction of image and emotion; however, under the political background in 1980s, such this destination image is more single.
By contrast, "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010", which was produced after three decades, attaches more attentions to modern cities, skyscrapers and love of modern men and women. Without any political impression, it is capable to adhere to the styles of the previous version. Firstly, it inherits the role of previous version in 1980: to lead fashion and trend in an era, as a pioneer-style work in emotion and styling; as same as 1980 version, it contains many contemporary lifestyles of young people such as gym, outdoor forest music festival, travel photographer, bars, western food parties and others; secondly, "Romance on Lushan Mountain 2010" still adheres to some the essences of love as shown in previous version such as "No matter how era changes, true love has never gone away", although it is hugely influenced by modern ideas. From the perspective of spreading and communication, 2010 version omits introduction of attractions and re-visit. It sets up emotional connection between two movies through memories to evoke the audiences' resonation. By showing travel process by hero and heroine, Lushan beauty is expressed and enriched in a three-dimensional manner, though modern photographic techniques, thus to inspire the audiences' yearning for Lushan; Moreover, the movie also integrates different types of elements such as cultural atmosphere, local conditions and customs, camping, mountain concerts, etc, and enriches image of tourist destination, and keeps pace with current era. However, the inadequacy of the movie is commercial propaganda and introduction to other attractions except for Lushan, thus to confuse current tourists' image to Lushan.
www.ccsenet.org/ass Asian Social Science Vol. 10, No. 19; 2014 Till now, the past thirty years have passed away since "Romance on Lushan Mountain" (1980) was released. Due to change in historical background, the movie's love background is changed from political background to commercial background. Today, people's living habits and tourisms are more diversified, in addition to the beautiful scenery; Lushan is enriched with more fashion content. Therefore, to recompose and continue a movie is not an easy work, especially for a movie with wide influence; but as said before, "No matter how era changes, true love has never gone away," a kissing scenario has lasted its influence for three decades, two versions of "Romance on Lushan Mountain" bring us not only charm of Lushan, and also expectations for beautiful love.
